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College Releases Preliminary Budget and Language Policy
By Lisa Mesaros Thorpe, alter they have accomplished for them. m I ......
jayon College held its Academic
(jtsibly fr second semester on
rjjy, February 8.
p-s- ijent of Student Council Morrisi
v-- reported on the issues Student,
xxil has dealt w'In tn's year. Con- -
the Student Activities Fee, he
-- vf.nl that slightly over half the student
j!) voted for the $5.00 increase and the
,Irise from $75 to $80.
--vorpc is going to meet with members
it administration to clarify questions
vut aCaucnuc icguidiiuus, pal ucuidi ly
xsecotering the grace period. He also
.cT.tnted favorably on student-facult- y
-- action in committees, tnanking
--crs ol the faculty who attended
at council meetings. "We have been
fortunate. We have very fine
nunicaiion with the administration.
.:iaieaD learned a great deal."
Sudent council formed two ad hoc
cijitees, the Committee on Financial
and the Committee on Peer Coun- -
i.-- which will "dissolve at the end of
x semester" this spring, according to
Right to Lifer O'Donnell Fuels Debate
By Betsy Dellinger
fcri O'Donnell, a member of the Board
::D:ectors of the National Right to Life
c.sncnt, spoke before an aggressive
zixe on tne issue ot aoomon iasi
.-d-
ay night. Describing herself as a
xil democrat, O'Donnell agrued that
Right to Life movement is a progressive
:ment in that it extends liberty and
:s to the unborn. She noted that Right
Life is "consistent with women's
ration because ot tnis similar em
u-so- n therights of individuals.
O'Donnell expressed that abortion is not
acceptable solution to unwanted
i i-e-n because we "shouldn t kill people
se they don't want them." In an
tillage Council
Town Hall Issue Debated
By Amy G laser and Lisa Compton
On Monday, February 1st, the Gambier
uicil held their monthly meeting at the
-- .itiunity Center. President Jordan
ffiied the meeting to discuss issues
iag with Kenyon and the village. The
"da included the swearing in of new
KU member Sharon Dwyer, the
!g review, the purchase of a new police to
--
ser and the blacktopping of four major
'sinGambier. for
11 an attempt to improve college
ions with the Council, President
ian promised that a member of the
tst administration would be present at w
tn future meeting. This action should for
P to insure that the flow of com- - fire
licationis constant and accurate.
u of tbe major LmDrovementi of
oier will be repaving of four major
ws: Brooklvn. Gaskins. Ward and
Bin. This repaving will have to take to
e when the college is out of session so or
Ai. ..
7
w Council deliberates local issues.
their goals. Thorpe will also write a letter
to faculty asking them to provide in April
orMaylistsoftextstobe read in the fall.
President Jordan praised Morris
Thorpe for his work this year, and
presented the President's report. Jordan
said that the work on Chalmers Library
enlargement is going forward under the
direction of chemistry instructor Owen
York.
Next the President presented the
preliminary college budget for 1982-8- 3
and gave other up-to-da- te financial in- -
formation concerning Kenyon. Regarding,
the budget, Jordan reported an "ex-
ceptionally large" increase of 24a'o inr
student scholarships. Tuition will increase-b- y
l2.9"o. He remarks, "We seem to be
.in the middle of the pack regarding in-
creases in our region. ..We will remain
sec-'- d to Oberlin in the CLCA in in--.es- ."
The Kenyon Review and Kenyon
Festival Theater will depend on special
gifts, since there will no longer be sub-
sidies on regular contributions provided
emotional appeal, she encouraged the
audience to ask their parents if they were
"wanted" children, spurring one of the
many outbursts of negative reaction from
thecapacitycrowd.
Perhaps O'Donnell's most interesting
argument against abortion was her
reference to a "male-mode- l society" in
w hich w omen are forced into a male social
role. She stated that in the pursuit of
equality, women must become more like
men in order to compete in society. Thus,
pregnancy and children become an obstacle
to success. She also noted that men are
equal partners in conception and should
also be involved in thedecision concerning
abortion.
Buys Cruiser;
that it does not create a transportation
problem. It will also keep students from
tracking the tar into college buildings.
The final issue on the agenda was the
dispute concerning the re-zoni- ng of part of
Gambier around the old Village Hall. The
college w ould like to purchase this building
use as a student meeting place, whilelhe
Council would like to rezone this property
commercial use and sell it to a business.
The Council would like to see downtown
expanded for both residents and students.
President Jordan stated that the College
ill be unwilling to pay over a fixed amount
the Town hall, located next to the old
station, and currently used as the
Sculpture Studio. On February 15th,
there will be a public hearing before trie
Council at the Community Center to
discuss this rezoning. The public is invited
attend with any questions, comments
ideas.
I I
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On the topic of student enrollment,
Jordan explained that the College begins
with the enrollment assumption of 1,415
students, and has kept within an
enrollment range of 1440 to 1460 for the
past five years.
The administration will form an ad-
visory group, modeled after PACSWAK,
to make suggestions on sites for facilities
for the handicapped. Surplus operating
funds will cover expenses. No federal
funds will be provided lor the installation
of handicapped facilities.
President Jordan read the official
language policy statement: "The policy of
Kenyon College is that the language used
in all College publications and official
statements-bo- th oral and written-- be
inclusive, non-sexis- t, and non-
discriminatory. Such language should not
exclude, belittle, or offend, either by
explicit reference or implicit connotation,
an individual or group on the basis of
gender, race, religion, age, physical
disability, sexual preference, or marital
status."
He later read Kenyon's sexual
The aggression and hostility of the
audience apparently surprised even the
well-spoke-
n O'Donnell. Adding to the
controversy, O'Donnell asked that any
"woman w ho w ants abortion and loves it"
to stand up. When a member of the
audience did stand, O'Donnell remarked
that this was the first time she had met
anyone who loved abortion..
Concluding her speech by stressing that
"7"women do not want abortions,"O'Donnell eagerly confronted a heated
question and answer period that lasted
approximately 25 minutes. She also opened
herself for further discussion at a reception
in Peirce lounge following the lecture.
News in Brief...
WKCO meets Goal
Last weekend, the Kenyon College
radio station, WKCO, conducted a radio
marathon in order to raise funds for an
updated record collection and to develop
new features for the news department.
WKCO Public Relations Director Neil
Trueblood felt the marathon was a
success. The station raised approximately
$2100, $100 more than its original goal.
In addition, Trueblood expressed ex-
citement that so many people became
involved with the station. "The outcome
was really beyond our dreams" stated
Trueblood. The money raised in the
marathon will be used to purchase items
that will not be funded by the capital
expenditures allocation next year.
Marx and Religion
Although Marxist theory often views
the "opiate of thereligion as an enemy
masses" a movie scheduled for 8 p.m.
tonight in the biology auditorium, "The
Gospel According to St. Matthew",
demonstrates the common thread that
runs through Christianity and Marxism.
The portrayal of events is not
extremely radical, however; Dr. Rhodes,
of Kenyon's Religion Department, ex-
plained that, "You can see it within the
context of tradition but there's a new
Colleg
T':
rj
i
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Student Council President Thorpe addressed Academic Assembly.
harassment policy statement, stating that
he knows of no precipitating incident of
sexual harassment which has initiated the
policy but that he does not deny the need
for such a policy. The policy statement
reads in part: "The College does
not. ..tolerate sexual harassment, and
individuals who engage in such behavior
are subject to discipline. ..Sexual
harassment is frequently, but not ex-
clusively, any use of privilege or power to
impose sexually on another. Coercive
Crean Talks on Civil Unrest
By Chip Lierle
On Monday night, Mr. David Crean, a
Staff Officer for Hunger of the Executive
Council of the Episcopal Church,
delivered a speech to a rather small
audience in the Biology Auditorium.
The theme of Dr. Crean's lecture
concerned itself with the parallels between
poverty and hunger, and poverty and civil
unrest. His worry is that the U.S. has
gone too far in its budget cuts, and that a
likely result of this over-zealo- us cutting
would be civil unrest that might occur as
early as this summer in some poverty-stricke- n
areas of the country. To support
this gloomy prediction, he cited some
statistics from two Field Foundation
reports, one taken in 1967, and the other
in 1979. In 1967 the state of the union was
one of severe unrest in comparison with
that of 1979. One change between 1967
and 1979 that the Field Foundation
reports reveal is a decrease in
malnutrition. This decrease was the result
of direct federal spending on programs
for those at or below poverty level.
The point that Dr. Crean was trying to
make by introducing the two Field ;
Foundation reports to the audience, is
that government cuts, like the ones that
are being put into action right now, are
News in Brief...
perspective from the viewpoint of Marxist
as well. ..very simple and direct."
In line with Marxist principles, Italian
Director Pasolini has not used any
stars or famous names in his 90-minu- te
production it is very much the "story of
the people." The set and costume designs,
taken from Renaissance Italian paintings,
add an intriguing dimension to Pasolini's
presentation.
Jazz Performance
All students are invited to hear the
Liturgical Jazz Ensemble perform this
Sunday, February 14, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Chapel. The Ensemble features con-
temporary music, poetry, drama, visuals
and movement for Christian worship. The
group has toured through the Midwest
and South since 1971 and has won the
acclaim and endorsement of many leading
church people. "It should be very, very
good," said Reverend Stelk.
Congregation, an informal, non-denominatio- nal
collegiate group which
offers a weekly opportunity for
celebration and reflections is sponsoring
the Ensemble. The group sponsored
David Crean and has a wide variety of
events scheduled for the future. Students
with suggestions are encouraged to
contact Reverend Stelk.
Established 1856
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behavior, including suggestions that
academic or employment reprisals or
rewards will follow the refusal or granting
of sexual favors. ..will not be tolerated by
the College."
Faculty, administration and students
will be available for confidential coun-
seling concerning the topic of sexual
harassment. A committee which will deal
with incidents of sexual harassment if
they should occur will also be formed.
potentially very dangerous. He pointed
out that Reagan has cut $120 billion from
the budget in social services, and warned
that this action could push those that are
on or close to poverty level, under the
poverty level, with no money to help them
regain their economic footing. It is this
potentially dangerous economic situation,
supply-sid- e economics coupled with cuts
in the social services, that has caused both
the Episcopal Church and Dr. Crean to
predict civil unrest over the summer, and
it seems logical that from his argument,
that one agrees with Dr. Crean when he
says, "I hope they're (the church) wrong
(in predicting civil unrest), but I don't
think they are."
r
f J
il
News in Brief
Pitcher to Speak
Bob Feller, former Cleveland Indians
pitcher and a member of the Baseball Hall
of Fame, will visit Kenyon and lecture at
Rosse Hall on Monday, Feb. 15.
Feller's address, entitled "Baseball
Sport in American Culture", is scheduled
for 8:00 p.m. and is the next event in the
Athletic Department's Symposia Series.
Athletic Director Jeff Vennell explained
that full credit for the idea goes to Head
Baseball Coach Tom McHugh, who
suggested Feller as the next guest speaker
for the first February symposium. Feller,
now living in Chagrin Falls, Ohio, was
contacted initially through Morris
Thorpe, his step-so- n.
Feller won 266 games and amassed
2,581 strikeouts through 16 seasons with
the Indians. He was elected into the Hall
of Fame in 1961.
The "Apologetics" program scheduled
to be presented this weekend by The,
Christian Fellowship has been cancelled
due to illness of the speaker, and will be
rescheduled at a later time.
about the tone, nature, and lack ofThe variety of opinions concerned
respect of the audience and speaker last Thursday points up several
this should be avoided in thesimilar toquestions to us as to how a situation
and its obviousinterest should be foreseenfuture. First, an emotional issue
as drawing a large crowd, and hence should be held in a building suitable to
the expected attendance. Secondly, the value of a moderator during
the
would be considerable. Thus both audiencequestion and answer period
and speaker could have the proper opportunity to be heard and answered.
Emotional and rash outbursts brought on by a claustrophobic and
un-
controlled atmosphere tend to be destructive rather than rational.
Although neither of us stayed for the entire lecture and reception
following, we suggest that you who did take the time to read all he
the Editors and editorial column on theopinions expressed in the letter to
Political Forum page, and form an opinion of your own on how such
situationscanbealleviatedforfuturevisitingguestsofthecollege.
Daily Pick
in
FOR ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEDS
TELEPHONE 614397-610- 6
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN encourages all letters to the Editors. We insist, however, that the letters be concise and
without personal malice. All submissions must be typed, doublespaced on a 60 character line. We request all letters be
turned in on Saturdays before 7 p.m. We reserve the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intentions or
the particular submissions. . -
ARA Apologizes
To The Editors:
When the student food service workers
returned to Kenyon after semester break
many found that the schedules at both
Pierce and Gund had been changed.
Hours had been reduced and first
semester shift assignments had either been
reassigned to union workers or given to
the first students who sought work
assignments with the food service upon
their return to Kenyon, many of whom
did not work the tirst semester. Some
positions previously held by Kenyon
students were filled with Mount Vernon
high school students.
These unannounced schedule changes
upset many students and rightfully so,
since they were left in the dark as to what
changes the food services was making in
their schedules. As the Food Service
Director, 1 accept full responsibility for the
incident and 1 apologize tor the tact that
we did not communicate with our Kenyon
student workers before making the
changes.
Since the incident occurred we have
worked through our student managers to
contact every Kenyon student worker that
The i
Kenyon
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- up and Deliver;
Gambier
worked the first semester. To the best of
our knowledge we have offered these
students hours; in most cases we have
been successful in placing all the tirst
semester student workers in jobs for the
second semester. Where high school
students had been given a Kenyon
student's job, we have rescheduled the
position with Kenyon students. There
may still be some students who want work
but have not been contacted. To these
students I am requesting that they contact
me personally so that I can look into their
individual cases.
It is equally important that some policy
be communicated to the students as to
what the procedure will be in the future to
secure jobs with the food service. At this
time I have some ideas on what the
procedure will cover but I plan to review
them with the college food committee
before finalizing them, and making them
public. This will be done in the near
future.
Again, I apologize for my lack of
communication to the Kenyon students
concerning this very important area and 1
will take every measure possible to see
that it does not occur again.
Bob Felice
Food Service Director
Collegian
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Better Planning Needed
Feminist
Confused
Dear Editors:
"Women's Studies Transform
Education" no doubt, as Anna Grimes
reports in the Collegian of February 3,
1982, but they should not be misused to
misrepresent and transform the clear
meaning of my arguments. When
Professor Minnich suggests that my
student, Thomas Jefferson, thought that
only "men" are created equal, she
misunderstands both him and me. In his
widely acclaimed Declaration of
Independence he wrote that "all men are
created equal; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable
rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness." By "all
men" he means all human beings, including
all men, women and children (both male
and female), as I conclusively demonstrate
in my Two Treatises ofGovernment .
I have suggested to Professor Horwitzof
your Department of Political Science that
he write to Professor Minnich regarding
this and related points that she misun-
derstood in Aristotle and Rousseau.
Your Obedient and Humble Servant
John Locke
Student Behavior
Unsporting
To The Editor:
We are writing to deplore the behavior
of some students at Ms. O'Donnell's
lecture and reception on 2482.
Despite the controversial nature of Ms.
O'Donnell's views, we expected a mature
attitude from the audience. Only self-discipli- ne
can enable a resolute
questioning of our beliefs and disbeliefs.
We hope our colleagues will choose a
more healthy and sporting outlook in the
future.
Sincerely,
Hill Rizvi
For the Student Lectureships Committee
Rude
TotheEditors:
Two months ago, I had the opportunity
to hear Gloria Steinem speak in RosseHall.
Her lecture concerned teminism and the
Equal Rights Amendment. The audience
was well-manner- ed and considerate, which
is what I have come to expect at Kenyon.
Certainly there was some dissension, and
quite a few persons took exception to some
of Ms. Steinam's more "far-fetche- d"
points. Nevertheless, the crowd retained an
airof respect and maturity.
I wish I could say that last Thursday's
crowd exhibited the same courtesy to Ann
O'Donnell. Mrs. O'Donnell, speaking on
the volatile issue of abortion, awoke a very
ugly side of the Kenyon community. I came
away with the feeling that the crowd came
prepared todislikeMrs. O'Donnell. Rather
than addressing her lecture, many of the
audience's questions concerned theasker s
already pre-conceiv- ed notions.
Abortion is a very personal issue, and
Mrs. O'Donnell may not be of quite the
same "celebrity status" as Ms. Steinam,
however, the reaction which I witnessed
was by no means warranted by her lecture.
As members of a college community,
students and teachers are expected to have
an open mind towards both sides of an
issue. Disagreement is welcome, but
rudeness isnot.
Sincerely
Luli Saralegui
Sickening...
To the Editors,
Kenyon's guest speakers are invited
here to be heard, not heckled. By at-
tending a lecture, regardless of its con-
tents, an audience is tacitly agreeing to
listen to the speaker and to allow others in
the audience to listen also. But the
audience at Ann O'Donnell's lecture
Thursday seemed to have come with only
one thing in mind-- to express their own
personal opinions. Although Mrs.
O'Donnell made it clear from the
beginning that there would be a question
and answer period at the conclusion of
her talk, nonetheless throughout the
lecture many members of the audience
were incredibly loud, derisive, and
generally rude not only toward their guest
but toward their fellow listeners. At
times, we could not even hear Mrs.
O'Donnell's words. We were, un-
fortunately, seated behind the most vocal
person in the room who, embarrassingly
enough, is a Kenyon staff member. One
would think that an adult woman would
be sufficiently mature that she colild
express her opinions in a more controlled
and constructive manner. If she is the
feminist she calls herself, then she in
particular should be aware of the im-
portance of being open-minde- d and
willing to learn. We were not only of-
fended but sickened by this woman's
smug behavior, particularly as it en-
couraged students and other adults in the
audience to be similarly rude and even
childish. How sadly ironic that later in the
evening we watched a 15th century mob
scene in "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" and felt as if it were a replay of
the lecture.
Sincerely,
Valerie Taylor
Emily Yukich
and Supported
To the Editors:
I would like to write in support of the
Kenyon audience who attended Ms. Ann
O'Donnell's lecture on "The Right to
Choose and Its Limitations." The
audience was hostile to the majority of
Ms. O'Donnell's remarks, but only in
direct proportion to the condescending
tone which characterized her own remarks
both during the lecture, and in the
question period which followed.
Ms. O'Donnell said that the abortion
issue is this Country's "most divisive issue
since slavery," so what kind of audience
response was she expecting? The Kenyon
student body, and it was a majority
i
student audience, is hardly composed of
largely middle-age- d Catholic housewives.
We are college students, a demographic
group who tend to be fairly sexually
active, and who are intelligent enough to
deal with it responsibly by practicing binh
control. However, no birth control
method (except abstinence) is 100 percent
effective, and consequently some students
have had to confront the abortion issue
personally.
I would hardly call this group one who
would be likely to support any kind of
movement to repeal existing abortion
laws. In addition, college students are a
sharp bunch. We don't ask to be treated
like naughty pre-schoole- rs. If Kenyon
Students were less conciliatory towards
Ms. O'Donnell than towards other
speakers, e'est dommage. When the
speaker assumes a "children should be
seen and not heard" attitude towards her
audience, then she shall have to deal with
the consequences.
A. Grimes
Utensil Shortage
To the Editors:
In the past several weeks there has been
much discussion regarding the theft of
food and utensils from the college dining
halls. The College Food Service Co-
mmittee reported that over five thousand
dollars would have to be spent in order to
replace the dishes and utensils that have
thus far been stolen or broken. Being
an
employee at Gund Commons, I nave
noticed many problems lately with the
shortage of such items as salad bowls,
coffee cups, and glasses, as well as many
other items. It is obvious that there are
many fewer items of this nature than there
were last fall, and the shortages are
becoming more apparent every day. Long
lines due to the absence of silverware,
trays, and other items are evidence to this
fact.
If the College Food Service Committee
is so concerned about the cost of replacing
the aforementioned items that they took
steps to have a fine imposed upon
students caught removing them trom tn
dining halls, then when are they going
spend some of the supposed five thousana
dollars to replace the missing items-Whil- e
it could be that they have startedto
replace some items, those students
l
work in the "pit" at Gund would surely
agree that the amount of coffee cup.
trays, and bowls available are a tar ci)
from adequate. In the mean time, tn
students are the ones who will suffer
as
they wait constantly for trays, and dine o
paper dishes and plastic silverware. 1
blame for the wait can hardly be pinn
on the workers in the pit, when, at times.
i i i.. r,-- h .iipms in mcmete ate ausuiuiciy uu jus
pit (clean or dirty) and the stuoe"'
manager calls for them, saying Ithat the)
are totally out up front. .
The issue of the fines is yet to
resolved. But is the food service delay1",
purchasing new items until they have
way and the fines are imposed?
Name withheld by request
continued on page eight
The Al
By Jeff Khrbar
innouru.tr: We will return to The
q bonder Show after this commercial
evano" Haigr Hello, ttus ts;ecrctary
,l State Alexander Haig speaking to you
livxit Commieville, the new addition to
Al fine line of home video games, quick
ironic beeps buzz in the background)
how many troops of cammouflaged
3jurgents you can "take out." Wipe out
"jnd "cooperatives and receive bonus
vims. But don't hit the missionaries! (A
'fid sire" (VJ fA Vou may be subjected
o Senatorial hearings. If you eliminate a
Wn, you ?et a chance to "bag the
yjt"-h- it the Soviet mascot Misha and
iki up your ammo, (a bell rings
I know you II just love playing
Commieville. It's fun for the whole
'irmly. (-- 4 lud explosion. Haig speaks I
.Jf to someone angrily) You just lost a
M.ior oil-produci- ng third world nation.
Su'pkJ kid. (.--1 loud smack, then a child's
in-- )
Commieville. Another in a fine line of
taander Haig Home Video Games,
fromlntelligencavision.
,
Wonder: Hello again, this is the Al
Wonder Show and this, of course, is Al
Wonder. Tonight's topic of discussion is
David Stockman: White House Whiz or
nost-adolesce- pl punk. We're taking calls
v at 202) 444-BIT- E. Our first call is
from Boston, Massachusetts. Hello,
Boton.
Boston: Hello, Al, I'm pretty perturbed.
Tomorrow I'm going to send my kid
across town to a school, and frankly, I've
never been near there nor do I ever want
io be. Al, 1 work hard. I want my kids tc
to to school around my neighborhood,
not somewhere else louder). We don't
iint their kids!
Al: And they don't want yours. Dover,
Ohio, you are on the air.
Dover: (loudly distorted) Hello Al?
Al: Sir, could you turn your radio dow n?
Dover: Oh, sorry, (a short pause)
Speaking of schools, Al, I've had four
sons play high school football and even
though they've always played on some
pretty competent teams, they've always
iot the hell beat out of them by the
Catholic kids. Do you have any ex-
planation for this?
Al: It has something to do with the Pope.
He has a farm in lower Sicily where they
breed offensive lineman. Ithaca, New
York.
Ithaca: Hello, Al, love your show. I'd like
to make a statement on David Stockman. is
Can I?
AL Make it fast.
Ithaca: I think he is a decent young man
ho just got caught up in the realities of
American politics
Al: lnanotner words, he just can't take it.
Wilkes-Barr- e, Pennsylvania.
Mkes-Barr- e: I totally disagree with the
list call, Al. First thing, nobody twisted
Stockman's arm to take the job. Second, I
think that the Stockman philosophy is
that if you keep the rich happy, you will
keep America happy. In Stockman's book
the poor have no rights. America is losing
its ideals, Al, and I suggest stepping on
Stockman's glasses while he is wearing
them.
Al: A good metaphor. Baltimore,
ThisWeek's
PROPOSED BUDGET SUBMITTED
President Reagan submitted budget
proposals for fiscal year 1983 to
Congress, calling for additional cuts in
most social programs, and substantial
increases in military spending. The
Proposals included for an eye-openi- ng
federal deficit of over $90 billion.
Reagan's aides for months have been
downplaying his reported intolerance
toward huge deficits in his programs.
PRES. MUBARAK VISITS REAGA- N-
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak
concluded a two-da- y visit to Washington
ith his continued support for the Camp
David peace accords. Administration
officials voiced concern for the proposed
00 million U.S. military aid increase
after Mubarak placed new importance on for
Palestinian autonomy. Mubarak also
downplayed the significance of his
admittance of 60 Soviet technicians in
saying that their stay was "temporary:
from 2 to 12 months at the most."
Wonder
Maryland.
Baltimore: Al, I think this discussion is
lutjlc because Stockman is just a puppet
ol Ronald Reagan.
Al: Then Mr. Reagan must have pretty
small hands.
Baltimore: You'd have to ask Nancy
about that one.
Al: New York City, you're on the air
New York City: Al, are Daryl Hall andJohn Oates are really married to each
other?
Al: What do you think this is, Tiger Beat
magazine? Get off my show. St. PaulMinnesota.
St. Paul: Nothing but a commie punk,
that Stockman. Do you expect people like
that ever to change? You saw how long
his hair was back when he was in college.
An agent of the Reds, 1 tell you.
Al: Thank you, Mr. McCarthy. Pepper
Pike, Ohio.
Pepper Pike: Hello, Al, I love your show.
was driving in East Cleveland the other
day and I noticed all these people standing
in line for unemployment compensation.
Why don't they just go out and get jobs?
Al: Because they are too busy washing
their Cadillacs. Stillwater, Oklahoma.
Stillwater: Al, I would like to comment
simultaneously on the American truck
driver and Kris Kristofferson. In
Kristofferson's song Me and Bobbi
McGee he says that he gets picked up by a
truck driver w hile he is hitchin'. No way.
This song was obviously made up,
because truck drivers never pick up
hitchhikers. Kristofferson was probably
layin' back in his Fifth Avenue apartment
when he thought that one up. Now I've
been hitchin for over three years--A- I:
An I'm surprised you haven't been
run over yet. Hellbent, Indiana, you're on
the air.
Hellbent: Hello, Al. Before you can talk
about David Stockman, I believe we must
first understand the foundations of our
country. Now, in the beginning back
when Abraham Lincoln signed the
Declaration of Independence-A- l:(interrupting) Ma'am?
Hellbent: Yes?
Al: Do you have a paper and pencil?
Hellbent: Yes, why?
Al: Why don't you w rite me a letter. Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
Ann Arbor: (loudly distorted) Hi Al.
Al: Could you turn down your radio?
Ann Arbor: Oh, sorry, (a short pause) Hi
again, Al.'I'm majoring in economics up
here at U of M and-- Al:
So w hat do you w ant- -a handshake?
Ann Arbor: No, just a degree. Ha, ha.
Al: A real comedian. Go on, Friedman.
Ann Arbor: O.K. Al, w hat I'd like to say
that if Stockman didn't cut the
programs he did, we would have had a
much larger deficit, more government
spending, and increased inflation without
Political
Forum
Headlines
JANUARY UNEMPLOYMENT
DOWN- -
An unexpected downturn in the
nation's unemployment rate for January
surprised economic experts this week.
Experts explained that the new figures,
8.5, down from December's 8.9,
were the result of unemployed workers,
mostly white males, ceasing their search
for work. The unemployment figures
comprise all unemployed individuals who
are actively seeking employment.
NATO GENERAL RESCUED
General James Dozier, the kidnaped
American NATO officer, was found
unharmed in a daring midday rescue
carried out by the crack group of Italian
anti'terrorists known as the "Leather-heads- ".
Dozier showed his appreciation
worldwide prayers by saying, "when
you're on the receiving end of it, you can
sure as hell feel it." As his rescuers burst
Dozier was being held at gunpoint by a
member of the Red Brigades, his captors
This rescue marks only the second time
that a Red Brigade hostage has been
found alive.
Show: Stockman
T--
increased production.
Al: And what I'd like to say is that I hopeyour car doesn't break down if you're
nding through downtown Detroit this
summer. North Olmsted, Ohio.
North Olmsted: Yea, Al, I'm calling in
response to that call which suggested that
the Pope is involved in high school
tootball. I've played high school football
at a Catholic school for four years and Iknow of no involvement by the Pope.
Al: Thanks for clearing the air. St. Louis
Missouri.
St. Louis: Hello, Al, the kids and I loveyour show an- d-
Al: (interrupting) You keep your kids up
this late? What type of father are you?
Darien, Connecticut.
Daricn: Hello, Al, I tried calling last night
m
Students Say:
Choice Is Ours
Poll administered by
Louise LeBourgeois
Susan B. Smith
Emily Reidenbach
Heidi Sander
In a Collegian-sponsore- d opinion poll,
an overwhelming majority of polled
students affirmed their support of
legalized abortion. Over 81 percent of
responding students said that they sup-
ported the legalization of abortion, and
88 percent rejected legislation outlawing
abortion. In addition, 71 percent said that
they support Government funding of
abortions.
The results of the poll, administered
Monday night, indicated campus support
for abortion, without regard to the
duration of the pregnancy. Several
students qualified their responses by
specifying the degree of their support in
the first, second, or third trimester of
pregnancy. Most students also supported
abortion in special cases, such as when the
mother's life is endangered, or when the
mother has been raped. A more divisive
circumstance was when there is "proof or
the possibility that the child will be
deformed." One response stated that such
a policy would be "elitist," and an at-
tempt to form another "Aryan race."
but I couldn't get through. You had some
idiot on your show that said that the
Chinese people would really accept
capitalism. This guy is wrong.
Al: And what makes you God?
Daricn: I know, I've been to China. There
are jus! too many people in China to have
a competitive economic system.
Al: How did the people treat you in
China?
Daricn: They loved me in China.
Al: That's good. Woodstock, Illinois,
you're on the air.
Woodstock: Al, 1 need some personal
advice. I just broke up with a girl that I
had been going out with for over three
months and now I don't know how to
respond to her.
Al: She blew you off, huh?
Woodstock: Well, you didn't have to put
it that way, Al.
Revisited
Al: I'm no Abagail Van Buren, but from
what I can tell she had sufficient reason.
Westport, Connecticut.
Wcstport: Stockman's exactly right, Al.
If a guy really wants to work, he can find
a job. Al, when 1 was young-A- l:
You probably walked five miles to
and from school. ..Yeah, yeah, I've heard
it before. Why don't you write a book.
And our last call is from Gambier, Ohio.
Gambier: Where the hell are you? We've
hppn waiiine fnr (wo davs
Al: Hey, I've had to work overtime, O.K.?
Hold on. (pause) That just about wraps
our show for tonight. Join us next week
when we discuss Nancy Reagan: what
type of dishwashing detergent does she
really use. 'Till then, this is Al Wonder.
Good night.
(oops...
Jq I y
Pro-Lif-e Speaker
Needs to Cool It
By Brian Kearney
Asst. News Editor
During her visit to Kenyon College last week, Ms. Ann O'Donnell, a member
of the executive board of the National Right to Life movement, used arguments,
which hurt her cause here more than they could have helped. By citing
misleading numbers, avoiding relevant aspects of the topic, and pursuing
manipulative but unsubstantiated arguments , she probably accomplished more
for the pro-choi- ce movement than any speaker the opposition could have
provided.
In her speech Thursday, O'Donnell told the audience that a large majority of
Americans opposed abortion. However, during the often stormy discussion at
the reception afterwards, she reluctantly released the source of that claim,
revealing that the numbers she quoted applied not to abortion in general, but to
abortion in the final three months of pregnancy. The number of Americans
opposed to abortion in the first three months is substantially lower.
O'Donnell asserted that 85 percent of all beaten children were "wanted"
children, presumably refuting the argument that without the option of abortion,
many unwanted children are abused. Yet those statistics prove nothing of the
kind. She avoided the only true statistics, the percentage of unwanted children
who were abused.
Perhaps characteristic of the tone of her entire speech was her most absurd
point, the assertion that no one "loves" abortion. It is questionable as to
whether that deserves a reply; however, when she dared anyone in the audience
who "loves" abortion to stand up, it became apparent that O'Donnell's attitude
toward her audience lacked any semblance of respect. Responding to some
hecklers and challenges, she used such calm and restrained words as "fascist,"
and to others, without being openly offensive, according to one listener, "her
allusions were clear."
The Results:
252 Students responded to the following questions:
PvA-P- Vl Cl PP Do you support legalized Abortion?IIITVIIUHC YES: 81 NO: 14
Do you support legislation outlawing Abortion?
J 3, YES: 12 NO: 88
Do you support government funding of abortions in cases of need?
. - YES: 71 NO: 23Landslide
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A Hard Rain Needs to Fall
By Anna Grimes
Kenyon's observance of February as
Black History month was initiated with a
lecture by the Reverend Dr. Emmett
Burns, entitled "Afro-America- n History:
Blueprint for Survival." Burns, a native
of Jackson, Mississippi, is now based in
Washington, where he is the regional
director for the Virginia, Maryland, and
District of Columbia chapters of the
NAACP.
Burns began his lecture with a lively,
yet moving overview of black history in
this country, beginning in 1619, and
running up to the present day: "Ours is a
long and lamentable history," he stated,
"laden and laced with the bitter fruit of
servitude and subjugation." Throughout
the hardships inflicted upon them by
slavery, the terror of the Ku Klux Klan,
and the numerous inequities endured
living in a segregated society, blacks in
America have survived. Burns recalled the
days of the civil rights movement of the
sixties, when he worked for Martin
Luther King: "I was afraid then, I was
willing to die, but I was also willing to
believe ... (and) in the battle against overt
segregation, we've won. ..we have sur-
vived. "
Yet Burns firmly believes that the
substantial gains made by blacks in
America are being threatened by the
policies of the Reagan Administration:
"We're on the brink of losing every gain
made in the civil rights struggle.. .Ronald
Reagan is coming after every-
body. ..excpet the rich," Burns went on to
explain the "anti-poo- r, anti-blac- k, and
anti-feder- al government" policies of the
present administration. The policy of
m UNIVERSITYWASHINGTON
IN ST LOUIS
Considering
Graduate
Business
Study?
An MBA degree can build on
any undergraduate major to
prepare you for a meaningful
career in business, industry or
not-for-pro- fit organizations.
The MBA may be the most
relevant professional training
for your career.
Meet a representative of the
Washington University MBA
Program.
KatieHelm
will be on campus to talk with
interested students.
Data- - February 17, 1982
Piam- - Placement Oftice
Call the office above for an
appointment.
Whether you plan to pursue
an MBA directly after
graduation or would like to
work first before attending
business school, take this
opportunity to learn about
Washington University.
Washington University
encourages and gives full
consideration to applicants
for admission and financial
aid without respect to sex.
race, handicap, color, creed,
or national origin. University
policies and programs are
nondiscriminatory.
supply-sid- e economics, if it continues to
strangle the poor, will lead to "ghetto-sid- e
economics, which is made out of
bricks, bottles, and RIOTS. ..I don't want
violence, but I won't be able to prevent it
if conditions continue downhill
economically." Regarding Reagan's
policy of reducing the role of the federal
government, Burns wryly commented,
"How can a man against government be
in charge of government? ... Having
Reagan in office is like having Dracula
preside over a blood bank!" Upholding
the traditional liberal belief in the role of
the federal government as protector,
cited its protection of civil rights workers
in the sixities, and in reinvigorating the
economy in the Depression days of the
thirties. Only the federal government can
federal government can supply the
massive resources which the poor need
now more than ever: "Poor people can't
wait for the trickle-dow- n theory; they
need a hard rain."
Although Burns upholds the liberal
belief in the positive value of a large
public sector, he outlined a "blueprint"
of traditionally conservative values to
survive the devastating effects of the
Reagan Administration. He urged his
audience to board several "ships"-fellowsh- ip,
ownership, scholarship,
citizenship, and leadership-- to survive
present federal policies. Briefly, he
emphasized the values of hard work,
investing in property, and being a
responsible member of the community.
Burns was a dynamic speaker. He
captivated his audience with the thun-
dering delivery that is the special talent of
the Southern Baptist preacher. Yet the
power of his oratory struck a hollow note.
He put the blame for this country's
economic and social woes squarely on the
shoulders of one man, Ronald Reagan,
and then contradicted himself by
outlining a solution which is largely the
basis of Reagan's point of view-w- ork
hard, let the private sector develop a
strong arm of its own, independent of
federal constraints. He failed to stress
anything like the strength of community
action groups who might come together to
mount a significant protest against
Reagan's policies.
Kenyon needs to be provided with more
speakers like the Reverend Dr. Burns,
who provide the Kenyon community with
a different cultural window from which to
view America. But perhaps Rev. Dr.
Burns needs to listen to his own words
more closely.
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By Molly Donnelly
From town butcher to owner of the
Village Market, Art Arnold has certainly
made his mark on Gambier's grocery
business. When Art arrived in Gambier in
1950, the town sported two markets --H- ayes
Grocery and Mr. Wilson's
Kokosing Market.
Gaskin Street, as Art remembers, looked
quitedifferent.
Until 1960 a row of small family
businesses occupied the segment of Gaskin
Street from the current Village Market
location to the Farr Hall alley. Included
among these businesses were Wilson's
Kokosing Market, a second hand book
store, a laundromat, a barbershop and a
Sohio Station. In 1964, the town, in con-
junction with Kenyon, drew up a plan to
build the present Farr Hall complex. The
proposal suggested merging the town'stwo
markets and relocating them within the
complex. The proposed building would
occupy half a town block and would result
in the tearing dow n or relocating of several
of the family businesses.
The complex was completed in 1966, and
Hayes, in view of his seniority, was ap-
pointed owner and operator of the com-
bined market. Hayes moved his business,
then located in the KC, to Farr and opened
the new Hayes Village Market. Art, who
had bought the Kokosing Market in 1960
from Mr. Wilson, once again went to work
forMr. Hayes.
With the opening of the Village Market,
grocering in Gambier changed. The Village
Market opened as a small grocery store, and
operates that way today. The market still
follows its original policy: never stock more
than the shelves can hold. As Art explains,
the community, which is constantly in flux,
can't support a market bigger in size.
What's
The Third Man. Directed by Carol
Reed. Starring Orson Welles, Joseph
Cotten, Alida Valli, and Trevor
Howard. 1949, BW, 104 min.
Wednesday, 10:00, Rosse.
Perhaps best remembered today for
its Academy Award winning music by
Anton Karas, The Third Man succeeds
also as a fine suspense thriller. Carol
Reed and Graham Greene collaborate
to weave a tale of nervous suspicion in
post-Worl- d War II Vienna.
An American, Joseph Cotten, goes
to Vienna to meet Mr. Harry Lime, an
old friend, played by Orson Welles.
Cotten finds his friend has died and
tries to uncover the facts surrounding
his death.
The atmosphere of bleak Vienna is
captured stylishly by Oscar winning
photographer Robert Krasker; the
city's ugliness creeps in on the naive
Cotten as he begins to see the brutality
oflife.
The Man Who Knew Too Much.
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
Starring Peter Lorre, Leslie Banks.
1934, BW, 84 min.
The Man Who Knew Too Much is
the only film that Hitchcock ever
remade (in 1956), and one wonders
why, since this original version follows
the "Hitchcock formula" so faith-
fully.
M
7117 Inkm
Gas kin Avenue before summer 1965
Grocer in
Consequently the market is restocked
weekly and basically has little storage
space. As for the store's work force, Art
maintains a steady core of village people.
Occasionally, his three sons, when in town,
pitch in and help with the business.
As for Kenyon's latest craze,
"Krogering," and its impact on Village
Market business, Art seems unconcerned.
Big Bear, Kroger's and the Village Market,
as An explains, all "compliment one
another." Furthermore, he notes, "the
average Mrs. Housewife shops at three
different markets anyway."
Over the years the college and village
have supplied Art with a rather steady
w f . t - - 1 r
L- i- I. : u
Art Arnold and the
Wednesday, February 10, 19
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Reeling in Rosse
The plot itself is simple and
familiar. An English family
vacationing in Switzerland hear the
dying words of a secret agent: an
assassination attempt will be made
against a foreign dignitary in Albert
Hall. The daughter of the couple is
kidnapped in order to blackmail them
into silence, but the father (Leslie
Banks) foils the plot.
Yojimbo The Bodyguard. Directed
by Akira Kurosawa. Starring Toshiro
Mifune, Eijiro Toho, Seizaburo
Kawazu, Isuzu Yamada, Tatsuya
Nakadai. 1962. 75 min.
Yojimbo is Kurosawa's elegy for the
passing of feudal Japan. It is 1860
and Japan is experiencing the
upheaval that must occur in a society
at the moment when it passes from a
feudal to a capitalist social order.
The action is set in a small town
which is torn by open warfare among
two rival groups of silk merchants.
The silk traders are greedy and
ruthless, and there is little they will not
do. into this arena, where
morality no longer exists, comes the
ronin (Toshiro Mifune), who is so
desperate that he will sell his services
to anyone, no matter what their
purpose.
Chaplain's Hunger Conference
By Anne Suddarth
Make no pretense of knowing enough
about hunger in the world today until you
attend the Chaplain's Conference ad-
dressing this issue. A series of climactic
talks to be given by three guests and
followed by small discussions is scheduled
for Friday, February 26 at 8 p.m.,
Saturday February 27 at 10 a.m., and at 1
p.m. in the Biology Auditorium.
A number of recent visitors have
already spoken on hunger as it exists in
Latin America, Africa, Asia and the U.S.
They have all presented the world hunger
problem as one that is allowed to exist by
some conscious decision on our part and
not a physical necessity.
Gambier
source of customers and likewise
Village Market has catered quite efficient
to its clientele's diversified tastes. In 19- -j
Mr. Hayes retired from the business arj
Art became the enterprise's new ouet
Though the collegeownsthebuildingiisel!
all the equipment and shares belong u
Art. In the eight years that Art hashes
the owner not only has his business fa.
well, but it has never been robbed. H;
admits once or twice the locks havebe-tampere- d
with, but the results were ne-- ,
very serious. When asked the secret of his
success, and lack of theft, Art chuck'es
"I must have a good guardian angel."
-
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crew of the Village Market.
The Deer Hunter. Produced bv John
Peverall. Directed by Michael Cimino.
Starring Robert DeNiro, John Savage,
and Meryl Streep. 1978, 190 min.
Unlike other Vietnam films, such as
Coming Home, The Deer Hunter in-
volves the entire aspect of the Vietnam
war.
Michael (Robert DeNiro) is a serious
deer hunter, and it is Vietnam that
teaches him w hat it is like to be hunted.
We see the harsh realities of this war,
and w hat they can do to a man, when the
Viet Cong "entertain" themselves by
torturing their American prisoners.
The main character, Michael, then
returns to his home in Pennsylvania a
changed person. The horrors of the
war, coupled with Michael's return to
the "real world", cause a knot of
emotions to be tied within him. It is in
the deer hunt, which he once looked
forward to with a killer's instinct, that
Michael finally unties his knotted and
tw isted emotions. He realizes he cannot
kill a splendid buck, and he is again a
"real" person.
'Note - Tickets for this film will be
distributed on Thursday, Feb. II, "
lunch in Pierce and dinner in Cundand
on Friday during lunch at Gund and
dinner in Pierce. You must presentyour
Kenyon I.D. to obtain a ticket.
The three speakers will treat the general
concept of w orld hunger and look at W
can be done to effectively stop it- - T1
Rev. Canon Burgess Carr of Liberia, tl
former General Secretary of the A"
Africa Council of Churches, will speak
'
according to his own involvement; as
Mr. Joseph Short, who as Executive
Director of Oxram America is concern
with providing immediate relief to ensis
type situations. Also, Mr. StePnan
Coates. Director of Issues for Bread ft
the World, will speak on the context"'
policy actions taken. With your P"'
ticipation in this issue, it has a better
chance of being resolved.
Wednesday. February 10, 1982
! Faculty Recital
Features Singer
Hot) Engelhart, tenor, and pianist Dale
jgntr will present a song recital on
Sunday, February 14, at 3:30 p.m. injst Hall Auditorium on the Kenyon
Ciflfgf Campus. The concert is spons-
ored" by the Kenyon College Music
jypartment, where Mr. Engelhart is a
jniber of the faculty. Mr. Engelhart
equated from Capital University and
Jectived an M.A. in vocal pedagogy from
jk Ohio State University, where he
sikJied voice with John Muschick. He has
yn an adjunct music instructor at
jtnvon since 1979, currently teaching
iiudio and class voice. Mr. Beaver, ac-jjmpan- ist
and vocal coach, is a graduate
i( Mt. Union College and also did
nduatework at O.S.U. Both men reside
in Columbus.
rjf program w ill feature two song cycles:
n die erne Celiebie, Opus 98,
Beethoven's important contribution to
it drveloPment of the song cycle, and
Francis Poulenc's energetic Chansons
Y?.e$eoises, six vignettes of French
Swiss Chamber Orchestra
The Kenyon College Department of
Vlusic announces the final George Gund
Concert for the 1981-8- 2 season: The Swiss
Chamber Orchestra will be performing
is Thursday, Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. in Rosse
Hill Auditorium on the Kenyon College
to lack of
advertising.
For those interested in Writer's Block,
submissions will be considered until
February 12th. These should be at least a
page long and typewritten. Deposit letters
in the box outside Ms. Judy Smith's office
located at 104 Sunset Cottage. For more
information students may contact John
RukoskyorMs. Smith.
Senior Starts "Writers Block"
By Craig Richardson
To Senior John Rudoskv. one of
yon's strong points has always been its
t'ikh department. Thus, when he heard
"ii Creative Writing would not be offered
a class next year, he decided to fill the
'--
'd and start his own class, calling it
iter's Block."
Rukosky described the Writer's Block as
:
,crmal literary club. The goals include
The Sweet Shoppe
"Thtbest chocolates in town "
7West Vine Street,
Mount Vernon
available at the
Kenyon Bookstore
village life to poems by Maurice Fom-beur- e.
Songs by Stefano Donaudy and a
group of British songs by Ivor Gurney,
C.V. Stanford, and Roger Quilter will
complete the recital. The public is invited
w ithout charge.
Campus in Gambier, Ohio. The program
will include "Symphony in D Major, K.
136" by W. A. Mozart, "Suite for
Chamber Orchestra" by Leos Janacek
and "Divertimento for Strings" by Bela
Bartok. There is no admission charge for
the concert.
providing a critical audience for the
aspiring writers and a discussion of the
practical aspects of creative writing.
Every week the group w ill meet for three
hours. In each session, two or three stories
written by the members will becritiqued by
the group. Rukosky and his assistants,
Bonnie Makoand DaveSmay, will lead the
discussion. Rukosky emphasized that
although the group size will be limited to
tw elve students, the group will by no means
be elitist. "What we are looking for is a
good attitude and potential," said
Rukosky. "We want people who are in-
terested in improving their writing skills,
not just the 'cream of the crop' students."
John noted that the low number of ap-
plicants at this time was due
MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS
"Everything in Sports"
Athletic Wear, Equipment, Shoes
133 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Hunting & Fishing Shop
117 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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Music View
Pirates
By Kllen Watson
The Pirates of Penzance, or The Slave
of Duly, an operetta by Gilbert and
Sullivan, played last weekend to three
sold-ou- t audiences in Kenyon's Hill
Theatre. The show was put on by the
Opera Workshop, a course in the music
department begun last year by Roger
Andrews. Andrews said he chose Pirates
for a variety of reasons, but among them
was that the operetta is "most ap-
proachable from the audience's stan-
dpointyou can't resist it." Despite the
simple stage, necessitated by what
Andrews called an "intensely minimal
budget", the limitations on the size of
accompaniement and audience posed by
the location, and a scheduling conflict
which gave the group only two weeks in
which to put the show together, The
Pirates of Penzance was yet another
astounding display of Kenyon's talent in a
musical and dramatic production of the
highest calibre.
The cast and crew of Pirates was made
up of over fifty of Kenyon's most talented
---
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Drama Club Presents:
Round and Round the Garden
By Susan Friedlander
Although it may seem that we are
witnessing the arrival of another Ice Age,
it w ill soon be possible to enter the balmy
climate of an English Summer.
Tomorrow evening marks the opening of
the Kenyon College Dramatic Club's
production of Alan Ayckbourn's Round
and Round the Garden. This play is the
third in Ayckbourn's trilogy of comedies,
The Norman Conquests, which was aired
on P.B.S. a few years ago. These plays
concern a family of singularly Ill-suite- d
in-la-
ws whose desperate attempts to have
a nice, civilized weekend together end in
hilarious misadventure. The cast includes
Julie Curtis, Lisa Disch, Howard Hansen,
Earlham 'sFrance Program
I
..." - 1
Friday, February 12, is the deadline for
Kenyon's overseas study program in
France.
Conquer
musicians and actors. Roger Andrews,
"overseer" of the production and the
only faculty member connected with it,
provided accompaniment on the piano.
(The audience applauded his masterful
overture before the curtain opened.) Their
talent was shown most powerfully in the
finale of Act I, when they delivered a fuli-forc- e,
a capella anthem to poetry, from(heir knees. All the full choral numbers
were equally moving, and complemented
many outstanding individual per-
formances.
Jonathan Tazewell was perfectly cast as
the Pirate King, for he brings a certain
presence to every stage. During the
number, "Away, Away, My Heart's on
Fire," the fire flashed from his eyes, and
he moved with majestic swoops of his
cape. Elizabeth Pattey, playing Ruth, the
"Piratical Maid-of-all-work- ," showed an
excellent transformation in this same
scene. Elizabeth progressed from the
dreary plainness of an overworked 47-ycar-- old
to a convincingly vindictive
cohert of Tazewell, seeking revenge from
Frederic and the Major-Genera- l. Pattey
Allison Janney, Jonah Maidoff and Kevin
Schoch, a mixture of seasoned veterans
and relative newcomers to the Kenyon
Stage. Also noteworthy is Celia Sedwick's
extensive set which she has designed as
part of her Senior Exercise in Drama. Ms.
Sedwick has done a fine job of con-
structing an English Country home
complete with garden. Round and Round
the Garden will be performed in the
Bolton Theater on February 11,12 and 13
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are free with a
student I.D. and are available at the Box
Office of the Bolton Theater on Thursday
and Friday between 1:00 p.m. and 5:00
p.m as well as one hour before curtain
time on each performance day. Do come
out to the garden, old bean!
The 22-we- ek program, now in its second
year, offers a unique opportunity for
students to live in three different regions of
France. "In addition," said French
professor Robert Goodhand, director of
the program for 1982, "many of last year's
participants lived in three different socio-
economic backgrounds as well."
Scheduled field trips provide further in-
troduction to thecountry.
The program begins in June in La-Turbal- le,
a Brittany fishing village where
students live with families. Students spend
seven seeks here, studying French gram-
mar, conversation, literature and con-
temporary culture. Goodhand and various
French educators teach thecourses.
The following two weeks are spent in
artisan workshops, and students learn
fundamental skills in the craft of their
choice. The next two weeks are ap-
propriated for independent travel. Last
year senior Anne Thomas spent these two
weeks working in a hospital for han-dicappedchild- ren.
Students spend the final ten weeks with
families in Paris. Classes in grammar,
literature, history and art are offered.
Last year's participants praised the
program for theexposure to various aspects
of Frenchculture.
The program is offered in conjunction
with Earlham College. Interested students
should contact Professor Goodhand
immediately.
the Hill
has a rich alto voice which filled out every
duet and chorus she sang. George Caroll,
as Major-Gener- al Stanley, did not sing
with such authority, but he played the
part with a wonderful mock -- seriousness.
Besides, could an authoritative officer
have carried off the ballet number in("Sighing Softly to the River"?) The
outstanding performances among the lead
characters came from Freshman Richard
Bothfeld as the slave of duty himself,
Frederic, and from Maria Amorocho, as
Frederic's love Mabel. Bothfeld played
Frederic with true innocence and nobilitv.
evident especially when he proclaimed,
"Duty is before all. At any price, I will do
my duly." Bothfeld's forte is the languid,
romantic look that would melt any
Victorian heart. Amorocho's runs up the
scale in "Poor Wandering," ostentatious
though they were (all part of the plot),
sent chills down the spine. Her command
of the upper register stole moments of the
show. The duets between these talented
two were lilting. They were perfectly cast
as the romantic leads.
A major musical production is not
made entirely of leads though, and the
true stars of The Pirates of Penzance
were the pirates and the daughters of
Major-Gener- al Stanley. Their strength
and precision during the choral numbers
helped to explain many crucial points in
the plot, as well as adding to the musical
excellence. Andrews' decision to opt for
elaborate costumes instead of scenery was
wise, because these people set living
scenes. The first appearance of the
maidens formed a picture which was the
epitome of ruffly, wide-eye- d Victorian
innocence. The pirates were jaunty men
with charming tender hearts, pleasure
every time they were onstage. When these
groups met, Assistant Director Tameron
Thorton's choreography more than made
up for the sparse set. The unity and
precision of movement gave a feeling of
wholeness and strength. The policeman in
the second act were not quite so polished.
They were funny and sang well, but their
leader Matthew Schneer had some trouble
with timing. Overall, the chorus' comic
expressions and movements and amazing
vocal abilities brought the essential
vibrancy and energy to Pirates that made
it the success it was.
Roger Andrews said the interest and
enthusiasm the members of the Opera
Workshop put into this production of
Pirates was "impressive" and
"gratifying". He added that "it would be
nice to have official support from the
school" for their future ventures. Perhaps
the scheduling and budget probelms could
be overcome in the future. Still, these
difficulties did not hamper Kenyon's
Pirates ofPenzanceinlhe least. In fact, the
sparse stage, minimal accompaniment, and
intimate Hill Theatre rather heightened the
performers' talent and excellence in this
production.
Life After Kenyon
By Mary Herman
What do a vice president at Manufac-
turers Hanover Trust Company, a theatre
producerdirectoractor, an engineering
consultant for a solid waste disposal firm
and a computer service company president
have in common? Each of themisa Kenyon
graduate, and each will speak at "Is There
Life After Kenyon?" a panel discussion to
be presented on Saturday, February 13, by
the Career Development Center in
conjunction with the Alumni Council.
During the first half of the program,
which will takeplaceat 1 1:00a.m. in Pierce
Lounge, the above-mentione- d alumni will
discuss various topics of concern to those
thinking about life in the real world.
These topics include making occupational
choices, the liberal arts graduate and the
job market, locating potential employers,
using the Alumni Career Counseling
Program, resumescover letters and job
interviews. At noon, panel members,
audience, other members of the Alumni
Council and several area alumni will meet
for lunch in Lower Dempsey. Tables will be
organized so that each represents a dif-
ferent occupation, thus allowing students a
more informal chance to discuss a career in
which they are particularly interested with
alumni employed in that field.
The range of occupations covered by the
alumni who plan to attend is extensive, and
includes a fiction writer, a professor of
medicine, two directors of alumni affairs, a
doctor, lawyers, a librarian, bankers and
several businesspeople.
"Is There Life After Kenyon?" should
provide some viable and interesting an-
swers as to how the liberal arts graduate
fares after she or he descends the Hill.
i.j
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S hedd S parkles As Lords
By Kevin Reynolds
It was an unusual occurrence. A dual
meet (or in this case two) that actually had
a measure of importance to it. Kenyon
stepped out of its kingdom, Division III,
to do battle with two of the top schools in
Division II. The Lords swam against
Oakland University, and Clarion State
University. Oakland, located in
Michigan, has been a perenial Division II
power for several years. They were second
in the nation last year, and the champions
in 1980. Clarion State, which is in Penn-
sylvania, was the fifth best team in the
nationals last year.
This meet was also important for the
swimmers who did not make Coach
Steen's tentative conferencenationals
roster as this was the meet that they would
taper for. If these swimmers were able to
bring down their times far enough to
qualify for nationals then they would still
be in contention for competition at
Washington and Lee.
Kenyon walked onto the pool deck with
the challenge of competing with heralded
Division II teams waiting for them. As
expected, the pre-me- et entertainment was
good enough for Broadway. Kenyon
started it off by counting out the number
of consecutive conference championships
it has won, plus the one the team plans to
win later this month. After seeing Kenyon
count to 29, Oakland decided to show the
crowd what it could do. Unfortunately,
the difficulty of the act they chose was too
much. Their attempt to spell out Oakland
fell way short of its mark as the leader of
their group was stricken with stage fright.
He got as far as O before his memory gave
out. Oakland was able to do its dance step
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COMING A TTRA CTIONS
Ghost Story
Chariots Afire
On Golden Pond
For this weekend's movies,
see ad page four.
fairly well though. With the team arm in
arm, like a rugby team preparing for a
scrum, they went up and down around the
circle. Clarion State simply marched out
clapping and chanting "CSU."
With the festivities having come to a
close, the swim meet began. Kenyon
showed that it was not at all out of its
league by winning the initial event, the
400 medley relay, handily. Backstroker
Brian Hogan gave Kenyon a lead that it
never relinquished, and Scott Kerth,
doing the breastroke, kept Kenyon in the
lead, actually adding a few feet to it.
Possibly the best all around swi..imer in
Division III, Chris Shedd, ended the race
for all intents and purposes, simply
blowing away the competition with his
butterfly. Freestyler Jack Emens had only
the clock to race against, and Kenyon won
that also. With a time of 3:37.40, the
Kenyon relay team beat the NCAA
qualifying standards by nearly four
seconds. In the next four events, Kenyon
came up empty in terms of victories. The
Lords did manage to snatch a few seconds
and thirds to stay in the meet.
After the diving it was all Kenyon, as
the two time defending national champ-
ions won five of the final six events.
Mike Solomon started it off by easily
winning the 200 fly. His time of 1:56.47
was 3.5 seconds under the national
qualifying time. Dave Dininny, who
seems to win nearly every race he enters,
won the 100 free, and Shedd won the 200
back in a national qualifying time,
followed by Horgan in second place. The
500 free served as testimony to the ef-
fectiveness of the taper method. Chris
Cunningham, whose best 500 free time
'3.--
7
v
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Anne Himmetnght in action for
The Ladies stumbled last week,
continued to show improvement
I.M. Scorecard..
A-Leag-
ue
WL OFF DEFBong 2's 5-- 0 85.2 51.6
Phi-Ka- ps
5-- 1 69.7 48.2
D-Ph- i's 3-- 1 55.3 47.3
A.D.'s 3-- 2 53.0 54.6
Beer Bongers 2-- 2 54.0 59.0
Rigid Men 2-- 4 43.2 49.7
Dekes 0-- 5 45.6 65.8
Philosopher Kings 0-- 5 38.8 71.2
Kovach, D Phi's 28.0
Cooper, Bong 2's 25.4
Manowitz, Bong 2's 25.0
Brooks, Bongers 24.0
League W L OFF DEF
Fitzgerald's Dream 6 Q 54 Q 27 3
Mather Nads 5 0 38.8 24.6
H-asle- y's 4 0 49.3 25.0
ICBM's 5 1 39.2 26.0
Hays' Hermits 3 2 32.8 33.8
Archons 3 4 34.6 37.8
Flaming Mutants 1 2 21.0 46.0
The Pit 1 4 29.4 35.6
Pretty Feeble 1 5 26.8 37.3
Gacktrotters 0 3 21.0 37.0
W L OFF DEF
Weezers 6 0 41.6 25.2
Express 4 ' 40.6 36.6
Lounge Dweller 3 2 35.0 27.2
Fugs 2 2 22.3 37.0
Missing Links 2 3 27.5 35 5
PhiKapB 1 2 34.6 433
D-PhiO-
ne
I 3 2i.3 27.8
Jerry's Kids 1 3 3 1 .8 44.5
All Stars 1 4 23.2 27.0
AJD's 0 4 13.0 36.0
Bell, Dream, 22.3
Cliff, Archons, 15.3
Schleich, Phi Kaps, 15.0
Nevins, Hermits, 14.0
Esposito, Express, 13.4
S weep Meets
was set just two weeks previous to this
meet, has tapered for this race. With a
shaven body, planned diet, extra sleep,
and even a special swimsuit (but no bald
head), Cunningham flew to a time of
4:46.77, which not only won the race by a
rout but also qualified him for the
nationals. The final event, which gave the
meet to Kenyon, was the 400 yard
freestyle relay. Dininny trailed for most
of his leg but pulled even and then away
to give the Lords the lead. Shedd followed
and once again took the excitement out of
the race by pulling far away from
everyone. Solomon and Sam Taylor kept
it going, and at the end Kenyon had a time
of 3:10.44. That time not only easily beat
the national qualifying time, but it was
'tenth fastest 400 freestyle relay by an
NCAA small college ever! It was quite an
effective way to conclude a meet of such
high caliber. The final scores of the meets
were Kenyon 57, Oakland 5 1 , and Kenyon
61, Clarion St. 55.
The meet was the final one at Kenyon
this year. Thus it was the last home meet
for Kenvon's five seniors. Tri-Captai- ns
Dave Dininny, Kim Peterson, and Gregg
Parini, and Scott Sterling and Kevin
Sweeney. It was a pretty good way, to say
the least, for "the finest senior class" in
Kenyon swimming history, to close out
their homecareers.
Kenyon also soundly defeated Oberlin
over the weekend. The highlights in that
meet were Scott Sterling, who qualified
for the nationals in the 400 IM which he
tapered for this weekend, as a matter of
preference. The other big story of that
meet was that manager Dave Gifford
came our of retirement to swim a 24:00 50
free in the 200 yard free relay.
the Women's Basketball team.
losing two more games, but the)
in many areas.
OAC Stats
CONFERENCE GAMES(OAC)
Won Lost Pet- -
OhioNorthern 7 2 .778
Otterbein 7 2 .778
Baldwin-Wallac- e 7 2 .778
Wittenberg 7 2 .778
Muskingum 6 3 .667
Heidelberg 5 4 .556OhioWesleyan 5 4 .556
Kenyon 4 j 444Capital 4 5 4444
Woosler 4 5 .444
Marietta 4 5 .444
Mount Union 2 7 .222
Denison 1 g .m
Oberlin 0 9 .000
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Wednesday, Feburary3
Heidelberg 88, Marietta 89
Kenyon 67, Otterbein 88
Mount Union 59, Capital 76
Oberlin53,Wittenberg88
Ohio Northern 72, Baldwin-Wallac- e 73
OhioWesleyan95, Denison67
Wooster 55, Muskingum 60
Saturday, February6
Baldwin-Wallace8- 4, Marietta 82
Capital72, Wittenberg74
Dcnison66,Oberlin56
Kenyon 55, Ohio Wesleyan 59
Mount Union 5 1 , Ohio Northern 68
Muskingum 64, Heidelberg 65
Otterbein 53, Wooster 65
THIS WEEK'S SCHEDULE
Wednesday, February 10
Baldwin-Wallace- at Muskingum
DenisonatCapital
Heidclbergat Otterbein
"Obcrlinat Kenyon, 7:30
Marietta at Ohio Northern
Wittenbergat Mount Union
Wooster at Ohio Wcslcvan
i y .
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Runners Nipped at Relay
For pure heart-racin- g, breath-takin- g
excitement there are few events in sports
w hich cao compare to a closely contested
mile relay, traditionally the last event of a
track meet. Take two teams, each with a
chance to win the meet going into the last
event, match each team's mile relay
(which consists of four quarter mile legs)
equally, and no other sports crowd stays
on its feet louder and longer.
The usual outcome of close races and
meets, are painful near-miss- es for some
and jubilant "out-of-the-jaws-of-defe- at"
victories for others. Take the OAC
Livingston Relays last Saturday at
Denison where Kenyon finished a solid
third with 39 points, three behind the
winner, Denison U. Had the Lords won
the mile relay, they would have won the
meet by one point. Instead, they suffered
a jumbled baton pass on the last leg, and
finished second in the race to Denison,
falling to third place overall.
As one Kenyon runner pointed out,
however, "the greatest thing was that we
could be in that situation at all." Indeed,
Saturday, the Lords pulled together for
their best team performance yet under
head coach Pete Peterson.
Sophomore Tim Fox led the shotput
relay, with Bob Daroff and Joe Moore
(the combined best three throws score) to
a third place in the meets early stages. In
Volleyball
Nearly every varsity sport at Kenyon has
its equivalent intramural program that is
open to "everybody else. "By way of
contrast, the Kenyon College Volleyball
Club offers to its present members an
opportunity to compete in the Midwestern
Intercollegiate Volleyball Association
(M1VA), a league of twenty-fiv- e teams
from Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois,
and Kentucky. This association is divided
into four divisions and (he Kenyon club
currently participates in the Ml VA Eastern
division.
While many other M1VA participants
have coaches and varsity-styl- e practices as
often as four to five times a week, Kenyon,
in this regard, finds itself in a somewhat
different league. However, the persistent
difficulty involved in acquiring both a
coach and regular court times has not, in the
meantime, found Kenyon's Intercollegiate
Volleyball Club at a loss for ingenuity. This
is the first year, for example, that the team
has been comprised of both men and
women, and although this may present a
height disadvantage in competition, the
results thus far have beenasavinggrace. By
opening the club to women, attendance has
shot up significantly and this has in turn
been largely responsible for the con-tinuation- of
theclubthisseason.
The first match of the season will be here
next Saturday, February 13th, against
teams from Ohio University, Baldwin-Wallac- e,
Oberlin, Marietta, and Wooster.
The team will be alternating between the
ARC and the fieldhousc to work around
other Kenyon athletic events. The tour-
nament begins at 10:00 and will most likely
run until early evening. As teams always
seem to do better w hen they have someone
cheering for them, the club would sincerely
appreciate all the support the campus and
communitycan provide.
the high jump relay, Kyle Primous, Bob
Doherty and Matt Miller secured Kenvon
a fifth, and in the pole vault relay, fres-
hman John Dulske took a fourth for
Kenyon, all by himself.
The biggest lapse of the day came in the
first running event, the eight lap relay,
where the Lords stumbled into a fifth
place finish, far lower than anticipated.
But in the next event, the distance medley,
Kenyon turned the tide with a firm victory
(off the running of Many Goldman, Fred
Barends, Dave Breg and Andrew
Huggins) to set the theme for the day. The
high hurdles team of Primous, Pat Shields
and Miller immediately followed suit with
a second place, an event the Lords failed
to place in last season.
Then came Kenyon's finest hour, or
rather, forty minutes. At 3:10 Freshman
standout Chris Northrup anchored the
sprint medley team of Barends, Dave
Watson and Doherty to a close but
decisive first place. At 3:25 the four mile
relay team of Huggins, Peter McFadden,
John Nielson and Ed Corcoran pulled out
the next w in, due in large part to Nielsen's
fine come-from-behi- nd leg. At 3:50
Goldman led off the 3200 meter relay,
and the team of Nielson, Huggins and
anchorman Northrup ran away ith
Kenyon's fourth win of the day, a feat
unprecedented in the history of Kenyon's
participation in this meet.
And then came the mile relay. Because
of the comeback potential of Kenyon's
track team, (starting slowly in the meet
and gradually picking up needed points.)
w inning their mile relay would have been
ideal. But even with its third place finish
Kenyon's squad showed something of its
spirit by being close to victory with one
event to go. Last weekend's performance
offered the OAC some strong signals
concerning upcoming meets, and the
Conference championship in March.
ATHLETES
WEIGHT & HEALTH
CONSCIOUS PEOPLE
Call 397-745- 8 to hear about
Dr. Hills 100 pure spiru''na
(plankton) tablets.
Nature's highest source of
super nutrition to help
weight control and increased
energy levels.
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Lords (4-- 5) Drop Pair, Tumble to Fourth
By Steve Behrendt
The men's basketball team hit the road
nil week and suffered two tough losses at
,i,t hands of Otterbein and Ohio
itcleyan, dropping them to 4-- 5 in the
Conference. 11-- 9 overall, and into a tie
for fourth place in the Northern Division
,nh Wooster, a team they beat earlier in
be season.
The team traveled to Otterbein last
Tuesday the 2nd, knowing they would
hive their hands full with the Cardinals,(jg into the game, league-leadin- g
Otterbein was 7-- 1 in the Conference and
U overall, and ranked 4th in the
,iuntry for Division III schools. The
Cardinals also possessed the most ex- -
t 1
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Sixth Straight Championship Well in Reach for Swimmin' Women
By Susan Smith
For a team that has swam away with
fct state championships since its birth
fw years ago, one more appears just the
ithin reach.
lust take a look at the women's
dimming coach, Jim Steen's record and
tos group of inspiring swimmers, which
Coasts a cluster of All-America- ns, and it's
-- srd to bet against such overwhelming
The Electric Animal
(o) gametokens
(O)
Plosive player in the conference, guardRon Stewart, who came into the game
spornng a 27 point average. Otterbeinlook control of the game right from theMart, pushing their lead to ten points bythe ten minute mark. Kcnvon kept close
and were down by 13 and playing for thelast shot in the half, when Otterbein
forced a turnover with ten seconds to go
scoring just before the buzzer. Instead of
possibly trailing by only eleven, the l ords
went into the lockerroom down 46-3- 1.
Otterbein's quickness and shooting ability
was reflected by the first half statistics:
they shot 64 percent from the field, and
had sixteen assists. Kenyon shot well also,
hitting half their shots, but couldn't
control Otterbein's transition game.
X
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odds.
All eyes appear set on next weekend's
state meet even though their remains yet
one weekend of competition left. Friday,
Ladies swim against AUegeny; but
however, in the words of Coach Steen his
team is "looking forward" to bigger and
better things: the state meet. What would
have been "a very competitive meet,"
according to Coach Steen is no longer the
objective: "We're looking to rehearse the
presents.
n
u
Every Sunday
Plenty
The second half was much of the same
story, as the Lords could never get any
closer than nine. John Savage kept
Kenyon close, as he hit for eight out of his
career high ten points in the second half.
As Kenyon was forced to overplay on
defense, Otterbein began to spread the
game out, and get a lot of easy baskets,
winning it 88-6- 7. Stewart ended up
leading all scorers for the game with 27
points, while teammate Dino Guanciole
added 19. The Lords were led by Gary
Reinke and Tim Riazzi, as they finished
with 17 and 16 points, respectively.
Last Saturday night Kenyon fell on the
short side of a see -- saw game with Ohio
Wesleyan. The first half was marked by
poor shooting by both teams, the Lords
hitting only 33 percent, while Wesleyan
hit for only 34.5 percent. Kenyon trailed
23-2- 2 as the half ended, as Riazzi hit for
eight first half points.
The lead changed hands throughout the
second half, as both teams picked up the
shooting pace, but with a minute to go in
the game, a three-poi- nt play by the
Battling Bishops, gave them a 56-5- 1
lead. After an exchange of free throws,
Paul Collingsworth cut the lead to 58-5- 5
with 46 seconds left, but Kenyon couldn't
force a turnover, and had to foul to stop
the clock with nine seconds to go.
Wesleyan's Mark Oberholtzer hit one of
the two foul shots, building the lead to
four, and the game ended that way, as
Riazzi missed a shot at the buzzer.
Oberholtzer led all scorers in the game
with 17 points; the Lords were led by
Riazzi's 16, and Bill Melis' 14. Reinke
played a strong game on the boards, as he
had a career-hig- h 14 rebounds. Coach
Zak attributed both losses to numerous
turnovers, failure to hit uncontested
shots, and inability to control the tran-
sition game.
The Lords hope to reverse a three game
losing streak as they play Oberlin at home
tonight. A win is much needed as the team
looks ahead to the OAC playoff s. The top
four teams in both divisions have the
home-cou- rt advantage in the first round.
See the L ords in action
TONIGHT
Against Oberlin College
in the Ernst Center
events in preparation for next weekend."
Having begun their taper, the Ladies
are expecting to reach their peak in
physical and mental ability just as the
Oberlin Tournament rolls around.
Last weekend, the Ladies put the
finishing touches on what was probably
their strongest competition yet this
season: Clarion State University and Ohio
University, Division II and I contenders,
respectively. Against Clarion State, the
22 East Gambier
Corner of Gay Street
of Free Parking Nearby
Place inOAC
Note. Tonight, the Lords hope to turn themselves around against the Yeomen
of Oberlin College, 0-- 9 in the OAC, and losers of fourty-fou- r of their last fourty-si- x
games. Oberlin is not entirely devoid of talent however, as witnessed by 6--5
senior Terry Stallings, and freshman sensation Greg Cotton. Stallings is the sixth
leading scorer (17.4 ppg.) and rebounder (7.8 ppg.) in the league, while Cottonhas averaged 16.8 ppg. placing him eighth in the league.
--Goodbye OAC
By Bob Warburton
What Head Football Coach Tom McHugh needs is a good mystic to help him
see into the future.
Four years ago, when Kenyon was being bounced around by their OAC
competition, McHugh and the administration decided that the Lords should
dron out of the league and set ud an indeDendent schedule for 1982. But in 1981,
Kenyon, suddenly became league contenders. Fans wondered, "Can Kenyon win
the title next year?"
But ooops... next year we are committed to an independent schedule. Instead
of fighting for an OAC title in 1982, the Lords will play non-leag- ue teams.
McHugh cannot be blamed for this turn of events. He had to follow the rules
and make up the schedule for four years in' advance and he only acted in the
program's best interests. But still, it seems ironic that the 1981 OAC Coach ot tnc
Year won't have his team in the league in '82.
"We made a decision four years ago that for the next four years we will be an
independent team. The school had a certain philosophy about the football team
at the time. We didn't think we could compete in the conference against bigger
and larger football programs, like Baldwin-Wallac- e, a school with 90-10- 0
players."
Three years after this decision was reached, Kenyon proved that it could
compete with the other OAC powerhouses. The Lords fielded their biggest squad
in years (over 55 players) and they finished with a 5-- 4 record. Throw a couple of
lucky breaks and it would have been 7-- 2. Even McHugh admits that "our
football program is pretty healthy right now."
Somehow it's too bad that the team leaders, quarterback Mike Handel and
Noseguard Zack Space, both juniors, won't get one more shot at the league
crown. Even the outstanding freshmen players, McHugh's best crop in years,
won't get a chance to bring an OAC title to the hill. Kenyon isn't slated to return
until 1986.
Next season, OAC teams like B-- W, Mount Union and Heidelberg are off the
schedule, replaced by Division III Top Ten teams and various Ohio in-
dependents, like Dayton University and Hope College. The only way to insure a
playoff berth is to finish 9-- 0.
"Our goal next year is to win all our games and we feel we have a good shot,"
McHugh said. "Of course, the big obstacles are Dayton and Hope."
It was time again for McHugh to make up another advance schedule this year.
So he and Dean Edwards decided to return to the OAC, effective in 1986. This
was the earliest date possible and the Coach admitted that this year's success
prompted this choice.
"The school feels much more positive now about our football program. If we
continue to recruit the way we have been, we will be able to continue our
progress. Also, we have much better facilities for our team and we consider it
more convenient to travel around the OAC."
The football team is good enough now to thrive in the OAC, but it cannot due
to scheduling commitments. Four years from now when it will re-jo- in the league,
maybe it will not be in Kenyon's best interests. The Coach and his players
recognize the laughable irony that is a result of this ludicrous system. Mike
Handel for example, could not help wondering "What if?" but he still accepted
the situation in true team spirit.
"It would have been nice to play a league schedule to see how we would have
fared against the competition. But the scheduling was done so far in advance that
they had no idea how things would turn out. But I'm not upset. I'm real happy to
be playing Dayton and Hope because they are excellent teams."
S
Ladies put up a fight, but lost narrowly,
78 to 64. Quite an impressive meet for two
non-division- ed teams. Laura Chase lead
the Kenyon attack with a NCAA Division
III qualifying time of 1:05.85 in the
1001. M. The 400 Medley Relay team of
Birney, Chase, Ferrazza, and Haury also
clocked an NCAA qualifying time of
4:20.71. As a team, the Ladies clocked a
total of approximately 27 seasonal bests.
Page Seven
Standings
Against Ohio University, the Ladies
performance could do little to offset their
opponent's power. The final score: Ohio
University 84, Kenyon 46.
Coach Steen was quite clear as to his
squad's goal last weekend: "They are
both extremely tough competition. Our
purpose was to swim against teams better
than ourselves so when the State Meet
arrives, we'll swim a little better."
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ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES 2-28-- 82
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By Martha Lorenz
The powers of the human mind remain to a great extent a mystery. Scientific
research indicates that only about 10 of the human mind is involved in con-
scious behavior. The purpose and potential of the other 90 continues to puzzle
and intrigue mankind.
Parapsychologists deal with behavior, which cannot be explained or described
in terms of Known physical principles. They explore the possibility that the
human mind may have capacities far beyond our current comprehension. One of
the most baffling areas of study involves the experience of psychokinesis (PK).
There are many spontaneous events on record which may indicate that PK is a
natural, albeit rare, basis of experiences in everyday life. These occurences are
sometimes impressive and are sufficiently numerous to warrant serious scientific
consideration.
These unexplained physical happenings range from isolated events such as a
picture falling from a wall or a clock stopping at the time of its owner's death to
recurrent physical disturbances (e.g., poltergeists) and inexplicable physical
effects associated with rare individuals. No scientific conclusion has yet been
reached about such happenings, although they have prompted much concerted
study. They have, however, kept open the question of whether humans possess
an ability for psychokinesis.
The classic PK experiment, developed in 1934 by Dr. J. Rhine, involves
throwing dice; the agent wishes for a certain face to appear on a die tossed by the
researcher. These first PK tests yielded results that were highly significant
statistically. The desired faces would appear by chance one out of six times, but
in these experiments it appeared slightly more than that. This success was
maintained over a large number of throws, and the odds against chance were
very great.
In 1946, L.A. Dale performed a PK experiment for the American Society for
Psychical Research. Each of the 54 college students who were used as subjects
was present for a single session in which 96 die-thro- ws were made for each of the
six faces of the die in turn. The dice were shaken in a cup and tossed into the
upper end of a three-foo- t inclined plane. After falling under the force of gravity,
the dice spread out over an enclosed horizontal surface at the bottom. Both the
incline and the target area were covered with glass. The experimenter and the
subject independently observed and recorded the upper faces of the dice after
each trial. In case of any discrepancy between the two records, the lower score
was counted. Since the experiment as a whole gave a positive deviation, errors
were thus interpreted on the safe side.
The trials for each target face were recorded on a separate record sheet.
Again, there was a statistically significant result which confirmed earlier PK
results. Further research confirmed that among certain individuals, there
existed a degree of PK ability which was greater than could be expected purely by
chance. Of course, the general acceptance of the PK effect would require a
reorientation of scientific thinking regarding the nature of the human organism,
which would recognize the influence of mental factors to an advanced extent.
A start has been made toward finding out whether the PK effect is limited by
the space and mass aspects of the physical situation. In the majority of this
research, no differences have been found in relation to the number, mass, shape,
and distance of the objects the subject was attempting to influence. Also, a range
of types of objects have been used with empirical success, including dice, cubes,
coins, and a spinning pointer. On many of these points the results are inadequate
for final conclusions, but the findings encourage further explorations in the
search of the scope and limits of PK in relation to the physical world.
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Council Clarifies Fine Policy
By Brian Kearney
At the Student Council meeting of
Sunday, February 7th, several issues
concerning the College Food Service were
discussed, with Mr. Robert Felice, ARA
Food Service Director, taking part in the
conversation. In an effort to clear up
many misunderstandings and a lack of
communication between Student Council
and the Food Service, Mr. Felice an-
swered questions and comments posed by
various members of Council. When
Treasurer Paul McCartney stated that
perhaps students unconsciously remove
silverware and other items from the
dining halls, Felice answered that he felt
that this may in part be the case, but that
some students deliberately take these
items.
As an alternative solution to the
proposal for fines imposed on students,
the Student Council Executive Commiteee
today gave a five step proposal to the
Food Service Committee. These steps
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include: the opportunity for students to
return stolen items, the implementation of
a rental program for dishes etc., the use of
paper cups for coffee to be taken out of
the dining halls, a survey of students
(anonymously) to see how many of the
items in question are in the student
residences, and publicity of the situation
so that the Kenyon community will be
aware of the consequences if the thefts do
not cease. The Executive Committee
recommended that if these steps do not
bring results, then the fines may have to
be imposed.
Also discussed at the meeting was the
blackout that the campus suffered on
Sunday, January 31st. Freshman Council
representatives reported that the Fresh-
man Council was concerned about the
lack of information available concerning
the black-ou- t, and the non-existen- ce of
battery operated fire alarms and
emergency lighting.
GLCA Tour Option Offered
By Sara Overton
An attractive option for those con-
sidering Off Campus Study is the GLCA
European Urban Tour. The program is
open to anyone wishing to apply and
offers a very unique form of study
abroad.
The program is offered only during the
fall semester and carries full academic
credit for a semester. Students are offered
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the chance to meet with faculty from local
universities, public officials, urban
planners and others in each country.
Yugoslavia, the Netherlands and England
were the countries that made up last
semester's tour, offering the students a
broad view of other cultures as well as
insight into our own.
Professor Macionis, of the Sociology
Department, accompanied last semester's
tour and pointed out that "Anyone could
fit into the program with any major." He
feels it is helpful, though, to have a
general interest in studying urban life.
Anyone interested in the program for
next semester should contact Sharon
Dwyer at the Off Campus Study office
soon.
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Finale Planned
ToTheEditors:
Attention All Seniors
We're now in our final semester here at
Kenyon. What do you say we get together
and do something; you know, as an entire
class? How about a dinner? Why not?
Consider it done. We will be having our
Senior Dinner Sunday, the twenty-fir- st of
February, from 6:3O-9:30p.- m. intheGreat
Hall of Pierce. It'll be a fine affair with
much rejoicing, reminiscing, and making
of new friends.
Due to the great generosity of a nameless
benefactor, wine will be provided atnocost
to the class. Please do not bring your own.
The menu is tentatively set as Chicken
Cordon Bleu, Vegetarian entree, broccoli
spears, baked potato, fruit cup, tossed
salad, and cheesecake.
We're winding down our careers here at
Kenyon, so let's enjoy ourselves as only
seniors can.
Sincerely,
The Senior Class Committee
Energy News
Energy costs are expected to skyrocket in
the next 20 months, with natural gas prices
increasing as much as 60 percent. In
response to these rising costs, the new
Energy Conservation Committee, com-
posed of faculty, administrators, mai-
ntenance personnel and students, has
launched a campaign to establish energy-consciousnes- s
on campus.
One of the aims of the committee in-
volves establishing long and short-ter- m
goals for energy conservation. The
committee will investigate possible cu-
tbacks and alterations in thedistributionof
energy to the campus and determine their
feasibility.
Dick Ralston, head of the maintenance
department stated that conservation
planning began in 1970, and since 1974,
S294.0O0 has been spent for the project.
Nevertheless, most of this money was gone
into quick fixes or short-ter- m investments
with quick payoffs. What is needed is long
range planning. Ralston explained that past
proposals have ranged from the more
conservative to outright radical: including
such ideas as replacing single pane glass in
old buildingswith double pane, drilling for
natural gas, and building a hydroelectric
dam on one of the nearby rivers.
Besides long-rang- e planning, we need
cooperation from the students," Mr.
Ralston emphasized. "We only have
eighteen men in charge of 100 buildings,
and it helps enormously if students shut
lights off in study areas when they are
through using them."
Other ideas proposed during themeeting
included turning temperatures of
classroom buildings and the departmental
cottages down to 60 at night, giving
more direct incentives to students for
energy savings, and simply lowering
heating levels of all buildings to a slightly
cooler level.
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